
Spelling Bee Words

Ages 11 and 12

abilities announce behoove characteristic coordination dietician

accompaniment annulled benefactor chauffeur correlation different

accomplice anoint benefiting chimneys correspondence dignity

accomplish answering bequeath cinnamon correspondent dilemma

according antiseptic besiege circular counseling diplomacy

accumulate apartment bicentennial circumference counselor disappear

accustomed apparatus bifocals claustrophobic counterfeit disastrous

achieve apparel bilingual clergymen courageous discipline

acoustics appear binoculars climb cowardice discover

acquiesce appendix bipartisan clothe creative discriminate

acquirable appliance boisterous clubbing creature disease

acquisition appoint boulevard coincide crocodile disenchanted

acquittal appreciate boundary colony croissant disguise

acquittal approve breakfast column crouton dishonest

action aquarium breathe combination cunning dismantle

activate aqueduct brightly combustion curiosity dispute

activity arbitrary broccoli comedians currency distance

additives architecture brochure comfort curtain distinct

address argumentative buffet comical customer distinguished

adequate arraignment bungalow commemoration cycle disuse

adherent artifacts buoyant commissary cymbal dominant

adjust artisans burglar compassion damage dominoes

adolescence aspirin bushel compensatory debris dreamt

advantageous asterisk businesses competent debtor drizzling

advertisement astronaut cabbage competition decaffeinated dumbfounded

affectionate astronomer cabinet competitive deceitful dungeon

affirmative atmosphere cable complimentary deceive dynamite

aftermath atrocious cafeteria composure decide eager

afternoon attack calamity compromise defendant eclipse

afterthought attend calculator conceited dehydrated education

aggressive attractive calendar conceivable dejected eighth

agility auspices cantaloupe concern delight elegant

agreement autobiography capital condemn denominator elementary

allergy autograph caption condition deportation embargo

alligator autumn cardiogram condominium depreciate emphatic

allowance available cardiovascular confetti deprivation empty

amateur avalanche carnival confirm deprivation encourage

ambiguity avalanche carpenter confiscate descend engross

ambitious awfully catastrophe congestion desperate entertain

amendment awkward cathedral congruent desperate enthusiastic

amiable backache cauliflower conjecture detergent enthusiastic

amphibian bacteria causeways conscious deteriorate envious

amphibian ballet ceiling consensus detrimental epicenter

anatomy barometer cemetery constant devotion epilogue

anatomy barricade championship construct diameter equator

ancestor beautiful chandelier controversy disastrous eroding

anguish beginner channel convenience diesel erosion



Spelling Bee Words
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eruption grateful improper kinetic mispronunciation persecution

extricate grievance improvise knives money personal

evolved grope inaccurate language monologue personnel

evolved grueling inaudible latitude motor perspective

exactly guacamole inaugurate laughter mountain pesticide

exaggerate guarantee incapable lawyer mourn petrified

exasperate guard incognito league multiply philosophy

exasperating guardian inconsiderate leather murmured pickle

excel guest increase leisure mythology picture

exclamation guidance incredible lethargic nature pinnacle

exclamation guide indecision level nauseated plastic

exert guitar indictment licenses nectarine pleasure

exertion handle industry linear neighborhood pneumonia

exhale health infamous locket neither pocket

exhilarate heart infuriating longitude nervous popular

exist heavenly ingredients lumber neutral popularity

extinction heavily inpatient macaroni neutrality posses

extraordinary helmet insinuating magazine nonexistent precious

extravagant hemisphere instance magical novelist precipitation

exuberance hibernation insulation magnitude nuclear preferable

facility hieroglyphics interfering mammoth nuisance preferred

famous highest intermittent manageable observable preliminary

fantastic hilarious interrogation management observatories preposition

fatigue hindrance interrupt maneuver ominous preservatives

faucet historian intrigue maneuver omitted preview

feather household introspective mantle optimistic proceed

feature humiliated invention mausoleum option proclamation

fiction humorous inventive mayor organization produce

flabbergasted hundredth invigorate meanwhile ornament professor

flamboyant hurricane invincible medallion ourselves prominent

fluorescent hydrogen irate mediation overrule pronounce

foreigner hypocrite irrational medicinal oxygen propel

foreigner idea irrelevant mediocre pandemonium property

forever illegal irrelevant megaphone panicked protean

forgo illegible irreplaceable melancholy paralysis protect

fossils illiterate irritable melon paralyzed provide

fragile illogical itinerary memorable pardon pseudonym

friction illustrate jaundice mention parliament psychiatrist

frugal illustrious jealous meridian particle pyramid

fruit illustrious jealousy meringue partner pyramids

fuel imaginary jealousy metal passenger quadruple

fugitive immaculate jovial meteorology peninsula qualified

furiously immeasurable junction meter perception quartet

gasoline immediate junior meticulous perfect questionnaire

geologist immunity khaki mightily perhaps quizzes

glamorous impartiality kindergarten minister permanent radiant

glimpse impede kindness misguided perpendicular railway
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reason socket texture vacuum

receive solemn theatre vague

recess solstice therapist valedictorian

recitation solution thirteen valiant

reconcile sophisticated thirtieth vanilla

record sphinx though vapor

rectangle staggering thousand vegetable

reduce stereotypes thread ventilate

reduction stolen throes ventilation

reign stranger through veranda

reluctant stroll thunderstorm vibration

remembered stupendous tidal viciously

renaissance subject toboggan victory

reply subscription tornado vinegar

rescue subtle torpedoes virtue

respectfully suddenness torrential visibility

respectively suede toward visionary

respiration sufficient tractable visual

respiratory suit trajectory vitamins

responsibility sultry transaction volcano

restaurant supersede transformation waltzed

retrieval superstition transfusion wimbled

retrieve supply transparent warmable

reward supporter treachery weaknesses

rhinoceros surveillance treatment wealth

rhythm surveillance tremendous weather

ridiculous susceptible trench weird

ridiculous suspicious triple wheezes

route sustenance tsunami whim

sandstone sweater tutoring whimsy

sarcastic swivel typhoon whimsical

satellite syllable tyranny whirlwind

satisfactory symmetrical unapologetic wholesome

saxophone symmetry uncertain wildebeest

scene symphony unconscious wilderness

scent synonym undefeated windy

sediment synopsis underprivileged wreath

seize tabulator understand wren

semiprecious teachable unfathomable wring

sheer telecommunicate unfortunately xylophone

shoulder televise unique yawning

significance temper universe yeanling

similar temptations unscathed yeoman

simplicity tendency unusual yield

simultaneous terminal urgent youthfulness

skied territory useful zodiac

sleight texting vacant zoologist


